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Dyslexia is associated with "with difficulty in processing the orthography (the 
written form) and phonology (the sound structure) of language."  While no 
specific area of the brain controls all reading functionality, neurologists have paid 
close attention to how the brain processes grapheme-phonemes, which are the 
combination of written letters and sounds.  



1. Decrease activity in the occipito-temporal cortex, which contains the visual image 
of the word when we look at it. 

2. Decrease activity in both the temporo-parietal and inferior frontal cortices, which 
process the "phonological and semantic processing" to decode words

3. The inferior frontal cortex (the only one showing up on this dyslexic brain) is 
involved in verbal speech production.

All of these areas work in unison for our strong readers.  FMRI scans indicate the areas 
discussed in bullets 1 and 2 to have little activity in those with dyslexia; therefore, treating 
this disability as primarily  a "phonological processing" disorder.

"Dyslexia and the Brain – International Dyslexia Association." 2016. 10 Oct. 2016 
<https://dyslexiaida.org/dyslexia-and-the-brain-fact-sheet/>



We know that Dyslexia is a neurological condition primarily focused on areas of 
the brain that decode and process graphemes. Some may struggle to 
understand spoken words as well. So dyslexia may exhibit different struggles of 
visual and auditory processing to varying degrees according to the individual. IQ 
is not affected!



Dyslexia vs Dysgraphia



1.  A student with dysgraphia doesn't necessarily compensate by using the right 
temporal lobe as a dysgraphic student would as depicted by the 1st column.  
Therefore the label "right brained" would not correctly apply.

2. The 2nd column  scans indicate decrease use of the Angular Gyrus associated 
with spatial cognition, writing, and memory retrieval.  

3. The lower section of the motor cortex also demonstrates less activity than 
students with dyslexia 

Purcell JJ, Turkeltaub PE, Eden GF, Rapp B (2011). "Examining the central and peripheral processes of 
written word production through meta-analysis". Front Psychology. 2: 239.

Research shows brain differences in children with dyslexia and ..." 2015. 10 Oct. 2016 
<http://www.washington.edu/news/2015/04/28/research-shows-brain-differences-in-children-with-dyslexi
a-and-dysgraphia/>



There is currently no special education category for Dysgraphia.  This category only exist in the fields of neurology and 
psychology.

Dysgraphia is a "neurological disorder characterized by writing disabilities" including poor handwriting, word choice, and spelling.  This 
disability breaks down into two categories:

1. Motor Dysgraphia- Common characteristics include poor dexterity, fine motor skills, muscle tone, and is associated with clumsiness.  
legibly clear writing is still possible, but it requires extreme effort from the student.  Finger tapping speeds and keyboarding skills are often 
below average. Oral spelling is normal.

2. Spatial Dysgraphia- Both copied work and written expression is often spontaneous in syntax and structure often reading as gibberish. 
Finger tapping speeds and keyboarding skills are within the average range suggesting motor skills are not directly impacted.

Dysgraphia Definition



1. What to teach during interventions
2. How to teach it (multi sensory modalities)
3. How technology can help in the classroom



Phonics- Connecting sounds to the alphabet/print (memorizing 26 letters     
     and 44 sounds).
Most dyslexic students do achieve this level. May mix up i,e,a,o,u k/g d/t..etc

occipito-temporal cortex and temporo-parietal 



Phonological Awareness- For one to be aware of similarities, differences,     
     and subtleties of sound in the broadest sense.  

Includes Rhyming, Hearing Syllables, Singing, and Alliteration

Temporo-parietal and inferior frontal cortices



“Sh” + “oo”
Reads as “Shoe”

Phoneme- smallest unit of sound associated with 1 or more letter 
      combinations.

Phoneme Segmentation- the skill/ability to break words into their individual       
      Sounds. Includes beginning, middle, and ending sounds.
Blending- combining segmented phonemes to create words.
     Phonemic Awareness- the ability to recognize and demosntrate the above

Phonemic 

Awareness





We are all born into our native language.  It is all around us. 
Sometimes we fill in the blanks ourselves.



Not a 1:1 correspondence to letters and sounds
CH-  Ch/Sh/Kh



1. Meet /mit/
 

Neat /nit/
 

1. Minimal Pair- 1 sound difference -meanings
2. Complementary Distribution- beginning of a word is /kh/ middle is /k/
3. Free Variation- n & m can switch sounds at beginning or middle based on 

word meaning (good luck)
4. Final word meaning example

2.   Sky /k/
 

Kite /kh/
 

3.   Input
     
 

Imput
 

4. Immigration
    Meet
     
 

Emmigration
Meat
     
 



https://www.slideshare.net/matrice107/28-rules-for-english-spelling
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allophone#Rules_for_English_Consonant_Allophones

List of spelling rules that dyslexic students struggle with the most

https://www.slideshare.net/matrice107/28-rules-for-english-spelling
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allophone#Rules_for_English_Consonant_Allophones


Some of the most imprv arinya artic nae the yaara egtn. They 
coie those of er go in eg, a conie in the forenya part of afia. The egtn 
pahu constrast huge beings in the shape of pemid to house sen blood 
ale' they gurthe. Pahu harne egtn sokty. They done kings, but the 
egtn also dure that pha had powers tuulo' the Seldarine. The pahu 
nowe that the pemid be sen eska ale' ron gurthe and quante sen 
yassen furn it, gold jewlar, and even pets. Sii' the yaara eg society 
has olvanne, but the pemid naa sal' utue in eg.

Reading at 50% Accuracy 



Some of the most imprv arinya artic were the yaara egtn. They 
coie those of er go in eg, a conie in the forenya part of afia. The egtn 
pahu constrast huge beings in the shape of pemid to house sen 
bodies ale' they gurthe. Pahu harne egtn sokty. They were like kings, 
but the egtn also dure that pha had powers from the gods. The pahu 
thought that the pemid be sen eska after they gurthe and filled sen 
yassen furn it, gold jewlar, and even pets. Sii' the yaara eg society 
has olvanne, but the pemid naa sal' utue in eg.Reading at 60% Accuracy 



Some of the most imprv early artic were the yaara egtn. They 
lived those of er go in eg, a conie in the northern part of afia. The 
egtn pahu constrast huge beings in the shape of pemid to house sen 
bodies after they gurthe. Pahu harne egtn sokty. They were like 
kings, but the egtn also dure that pha had powers from the gods. The 
pahu thought that the pemid be sen eska after they gurthe and filled 
them with furn it, gold jewelry, and even pets. Now the yaara eg 
society has olvanne, but the pemid are still in eg.Reading at 70% Accuracy 



Some of the most imprv early artic were the yaara egtn. They 
lived those of er go in eg, a conie in the northern part of africa. The 
egtn pahu constrast huge beings in the shape of pemid to house sen 
bodies after they gurthe. Pahu ruled egtn society. They were like 
kings, but the egtn also believed that pha had powers from the gods. 
The pahu thought that the pemid would be their home after they 
died and filled them with furn it, gold jewelry, and even pets. Now 
the yaara eg society has olvanne, but the pemid are still found in eg.

Reading at 80% Accuracy (Gets us in 
the ball park, but not enough)



Some of the most imprv early artic were the yaara Egyptians. 
They lived those of er go in Egypt, a conie in the northern part of 
africa. The Egyptian pahu constrast huge beings in the shape of 
pyramids to house sen bodies after they gurthe. Pahu ruled Egyptian 
society. They were like kings, but the Egyptians also believed that 
pha had powers from the gods. The pahu thought that the pyramids 
would be their home after they died and filled them with furn it, 
gold jewelry, and even pets. Now the yaara Egyptian society has 
olvanne, but the pyramids are still found in Egypt.

Reading at 90% Accuracy (Could still be 
difficult if this was an entire passage)



Some of the most impressive early architects were the ancient 
Egyptians. They lived thousands of years ago in Egypt, a country in 
the northern part of Africa. The Egyptian pharaohs constructed huge 
buildings in the shape of pyramids to house their bodies after they 
died. Pharaohs ruled Egyptian society. They were like kings, but the 
Egyptians also believed that pharaohs had powers from the gods. 
The pharaohs thought that the pyramids would be their home after 
they died and filled them with furniture, gold jewelry, and even pets. 
Now the ancient Egyptian society has vanished, but the pyramids 
are still found in Egypt.

Reading at 100% Accuracy





Dyslexia vs Dysgraphia



Fingerspelling (keep age appropriate)

Video 1- Connecting Movement/Sound/Visuals

Video 2- Including visual hints/prompts such as ee vs ea

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ep7rH3QLhgM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k4udiMOoEvo


● Finger for every phoneme
● Group fingers together for multiple letters (diphthongs)
● Use a 2nd hand if you have too
● Keep age appropriate (challenging- not socially acceptable)

L

igh
T

Blend into ‘light’

1. Motor (muscle 
memory) 

2. Visual representation
3. Structured/Routine 

Listening/Speaking
4. Concrete (less stress 

on working memory)

1. Phonological 
Awareness

2. Phoneme 
Segmentation

3. Phonemic Rules
4. Phonological Rules

How it helps What it teaches



Retrofitting the environment

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wheelchair_Accessibility_Ramp_-_Sortedams_S%C3%B8_-_%C3%98ster_S%C3%B8gade,_Copenhagen,_Denmark_(23410826214).jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/32/Ramp_at_the_Arthur_Kill_station.jpg




Why not structure classroom to contain different 
modalities of learning and expression from the 

start? 

DESIGNED 
FOR ALL

RETROFITTED
https://goo.gl/hc6DzY



Text to Speech

“Does Use of Text-to-Speech and Related Read-Aloud Tools Improve  
         Reading Comprehension for Students With Reading Disabilities?” A 
         Meta-Analysis  Sarah G. Wood, MS, Jerad H. Moxley, PhD, Elizabeth
         Tighe, PhD, Richard K. Wagner, PhD Journal of Learning Disabilities 
         First published date: January-23-2017 10.1177/0022219416688170

● “Text-to-speech positively affects reading 
comprehension for individuals with reading 
disabilities”
○ No bad practice!
○ Socially acceptable 

● Greatest academic achievements in subject 
areas of social studies and science (Not 
related to comprehension findings)



OCR iPad APPs

• Claro Scanpen (Paid)
• Prizmo (Paid)
• Kurzweil Firefly (Sub)



Text to Speech with Chrome Browser

• Read & Write for Google (Freemium)
• Kurzweil Read the Web (Paid)
• Speakit! (FREE)
• AT Toolbar (FREE)
• iSpeech (FREE)

https://chrome.google.com/webstore

https://chrome.google.com/webstore






Highlighting/Line Tracking/Contrast

Highlighting 

• Multi-Highlight (Free)
• Lumio (FREE)
• Read & Write for Google (Freemium)

Line Tracking

• Read & Write for Google (Freemium)
• Beeline Reader (Free)
• Mercury Reader (Free)
• Readsy (FREE -ipad & Chrome)

Contrast

• Beeline Reader (FREE)
• AT Toolbar (FREE)











ClaroScan Pen or Prizmo- take a live photo of a page, and have it read aloud

Bookshare- Dyslexic students qualify for FREE. They can have access to 
thousands of textbooks in digital format read to be read aloud. Check our list for 
your district's contact

Voice Dream Reader & Read ME- App that is compatible with bookshare formats 
and reads aloud.

Read and Write for Google- Have any online content read aloud for free.

AT Tool Bar- Another great chrome extension that includes text to speech.

Text to Speech

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GOG7JZ84PIY&t=1s
https://creaceed.com/prizmo
https://www.bookshare.org/cms/
http://www.laticenters.org/aemcontactlist
https://www.google.com/search?q=voice+dream+reader&rlz=1CAASUD_enUS711US712&oq=voice+dream+reader&aqs=chrome.0.0l6.2591j0j4&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/readme-spritz-beeline-epub-pdf/id877697552?mt=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z5coRFi2dxI
https://www.atbar.org/


Where to get Digital Text?

Outside Sources

• Rewordify
• Project Gutenberg
• NEWSELA (Change Lexile Level)
• Tween Tribune (Change Lexile Level)
• EPIC

Curriculum (Files already digital)

• ELA Guidebooks
• Learnzillion
• Eureka Math

https://rewordify.com/
https://www.gutenberg.org/
https://newsela.com/
https://www.tweentribune.com/


● Read Audio Books
● Spell Words
● Define Words
● Find Synonyms
● Timers/Alerts/Lists/Calendar
● (MATH) Calculations
● Translate

Amazon Echo



Not much research has been done, and all conclude on that note.  However, 
while dyslexic students read this font more solely, studies suggest they make 
less word errors.  It attempts to keep words as clear images for the right side of 
brain

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:OpenDyslexic.png


Opendyslexicfont.org- Free font for all programs

Beeline Reader- Extension for chrome that converts all pages into dyslexic font 
and blends all words with color patterns for tracking (FREE).

Seeitright.com- Guides and kit to determine which if any color overlay works for 
student

ios 10 color tint- Built in color overlay for ipad (FREE)

Dyslexic Font & Color Overlays



ClaroScan Pen APP- take a live photo of a page, and have it read aloud

Bookshare- Dyslexic students qualify for FREE. They can have access to 
thousands of textbooks in digital format read to be read aloud. Check our list for 
your districts contact at laticenters.org

Voice Dream Reader- App that is compatible with bookshare formats and reads 
aloud.

Read and Write for Google- Have any online content read aloud for free.

AT Tool Bar- Another great chrome extension that includes text to speech.

Text to Speech



Louisiana Digital Literacy Guidelines

https://goo.gl/KgzQiZ
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There is currently no special education category for Dysgraphia.  This category only exist in the fields of neurology and 
psychology.

Dysgraphia is a "neurological disorder characterized by writing disabilities" including poor handwriting, word choice, and spelling.  This 
disability breaks down into two categories:

1. Motor Dysgraphia- Common characteristics include poor dexterity, fine motor skills, muscle tone, and is associated with clumsiness.  
legibly clear writing is still possible, but it requires extreme effort from the student.  Finger tapping speeds and keyboarding skills are often 
below average. Oral spelling is normal.

2. Spatial Dysgraphia- Both copied work and written expression is often spontaneous in syntax and structure often reading as gibberish. 
Finger tapping speeds and keyboarding skills are within the average range suggesting motor skills are not directly impacted.

VS

Dysgraphia Definition



Dyslexia vs Dysgraphia



Misconceptions: TOO MUCH practice doesn’t make 
perfect...makes it worse

1. All research emphasises the incredible frustration of dysgraphia.
2. Fine motor- You overcompensate with muscles in hand or arm and quickly become 

tired
3.  Spatial-  Use the force like a jedi to make your hand move as you envision.  Also may 

overcompensate with muscles in hand/arm.
4. So much focus on how to get it down that you forget what you are writing about!!





Letter flipping & Formation Confusion 

Vs

Drawing  and Visual Images

b
p

d
q

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PTqqDWTYAKc


1. Not a daunting white piece of blank paper
2. An activity and not an assignment
3. A tactile experience to remember rules
4. Smell is the strongest memory trigger!
5. Less muscle strain focusing on rules then with pen/paper application
6. Good for Spatial & Motor
7. Only socially acceptable for young students :(

Shaving Cream

&

Cookie Sheet



Full Body Movement (kinesthetic) & Song (Auditory)

Warning it's cheesy elementary to the extreme

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SE-ljfAmZis


!Mnemonic Devices!

https://goo.gl/jc9FQI

https://goo.gl/jc9FQI
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/c/c9/Icon_sound_loudspeaker.svg/1094px-Icon_sound_loudspeaker.svg.png


Hand Strengthening for Older Students

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/ad/Single-hole-punch.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/66/Piggy_Bank_On_Pennies_(5915295831).jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/20/Lego_dublo_arto_alanenpaa_5.JPG
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iv2_oLpjIWU


Hand Strengthening for younger students

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/bc/Play_dough_04784.jpg
https://i.ytimg.com/vi/hTR9cQyAPME/hqdefault.jpg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IFa-dHZkAAY


Data & Skill Tracking

iTrace APP.

1. Not daunting blank paper
2. Less strength to make 

markings
3. Engaging
4. Tracks & records all tracing 

history including formation 
errors

5. Can add custom words
6. You can use finger, stylist, or 

a stylist with a grip.



● Snaptype APP- Write on top of worksheet
● iPad Dictation- Write with your voice
● Goworksheet- Complete assignment modification!!
● Word Prediction- Digital Keyboards that make typing 

easy. (Cowriter, Keedogo, Keeble)
● Built in IOS Features!!

1. Saves teacher time
2. Saves student time
3. Increase Independence
4. Just another student with an ipad (anonimity)

iPad Apps for Success

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/8d/IPad_Air.png
http://www.atanswers.com/ifix-reading-writing


1. Google Documents Voice Dictation (Also not taking)
2. Cowriter/Read & Write for Google (extensions)
3. Google Forms

If it's digital...there’s a way!

http://www.atanswers.com/google-trainings
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/e/e2/Google_Chrome_icon_(2011).svg/2000px-Google_Chrome_icon_(2011).svg.png
https://c2.staticflickr.com/8/7440/13654657733_9e3069e42e.jpg


NO Tech Solutions!

● Expanding Expression Tool
● Graphic Organizers
● Letter Tiles
● Stamps

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wr8EXEzN5CU
https://cdn.pixabay.com/photo/2013/07/12/14/53/scrabble-148970_960_720.png


Dyscalcuia                                          VS                                     Control



1. Decrease activity in the Angular Gyrus where the brain stores fact retrieval strategies, and assists in the 
writing process.  Therefore it can be associated with both math and writing disabilities.  Sometimes it is 
also associated with reading disabilities since fact retrieval involves recalling phonological patterns and 
rules.

2. Decrease activity in the Intraparietal Sulcus involving both visual and spatial tasks.

3. Dyscalculia consists of several more areas of decreased activity (including in the right hemisphere) 
when compared to dyslexia and dysgraphia and, therefore, can be linked to several learning disabilities 
including those that extend beyond mathematics.  Since the impact of dyscalculia is so widespread within 
the neurological system, several experts contest its merit for being a category at all.

Butterworth, B (2010). "Foundational numerical capacities and the origins of dyscalculia". Trends in 
Cognitive Sciences. 14 (12): 534–541



There is currently no special education category for Dyscalculia.  This category only exist in the fields of neurology and 
psychology

It involves difficulty with everyday arithmetic including telling time, measuring, visualizing math problems, interpreting graphs, and performing basic 
calculations. It is currently broken down into three sub-types by experts.

1. Semantic Memory- Difficulty when retrieving long term facts such as mathematical symbols.

2. Procedural Concepts- Consists of poor numeracy and counting skills to solve mathematics problems.

3. Working Memory- Poor ability to maintain thought processes long enough to find an answer.  This is often associated with several learning 
disabilities.

Dyscalculia Definition



Dyscalculia is so diverse it's hard to see 
where to start!



Expression occurs in all subjects including MATH!

● Calculation
● Visual-Spatial Skills
● Organization
● Problem Solving









Calculator would have 
made no difference!

https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/proxy/6KgKKjXEnrT2vy3RngHsfbVkz-6ld5Pl6MVfL1pOaofx055qg8PvutasCa-RafDbXR0-ljbKRPm02sbSXEnlmWkrJUPyFMnrHmkCLbNNFLywwkbAhFwfCXTFEl2ZkSPMPVHNo_u_BIx3GBDdw2bRpe0CirtELQuMtXa-r58=s5000


Manipulatives to making working memory more 
concrete, and create tactile/visual experience to 

remember

Sumblox

http://youtube.com/v/MujrCEbntOI
https://c1.staticflickr.com/3/2306/3783982655_eef214e9a9_z.jpg?zz=1
https://www.sumblox.com/


But how do we grade manipulatives/objects?

Fractions

Multiplication

http://youtube.com/v/_1Yte1I7Qa8
http://youtube.com/v/3bi9mGsmQmU


Optional Purchase at

http://www.mathandmovement.com/

Unlike Dyslexia 
programs… it is 
easy to make 
your own 
materials and 
strategies!!!

http://www.mathandmovement.com/


● Grid/Adapted Paper
● Foldables/Organizers
● Mod Math App.
● Seesaw APP.
● Educreations/QR Codes
● Highlighting/Color Coding
WARNING- Careful with Calculators!!

Tools

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1z9eZhF0cySGaSI18y7-x1eVDvVn_3-LX
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLb__lPS6CQsBXEFRgRoTv4_a26C4fYhvN
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